were involved in corruption. Jrabi refuted a recent UN report as “We must perform our duties im
dustry International’s list of world’s
counts, endorsed by the province’s
council and the provincial
council. They accuse the
courts. They claimed that the
judiciary council was biased in its
cases. They also accused the
council of providing judges to
the local courts without
judicial training.

(1) Cabinet...

in Herat to Kabul when armed
infiltration of the country. The
Shaykh district of Zabul province
agencies involved in the
operations. These
agencies should get
their hands on

2) Corpses...

in Zabul to probe the
deliberately incite and
report back to the MoI’s,
corruption team, which
were hand by some agents
are linked to rival groups
through Iran without
government. The spokesman said that the
cranes with differences with their
agents over the past.

3) Taliban...